MATCH SUMMARY

RESULT

0 - 19

Team A: BRUNEI
Jersey Colour: BLUE/BLUE/BLUE

Played at: NAY PYI TAW, MYANMAR
Date: 24-Aug-13

Jsy No | Name of Player | G | Y | R | S
---|---|---|---|---|---
1 | ZULFADLI BIN AHZAMAN (GK) | | | | |
2 | MUHAMMAD YUZLIN | | | | |
4 | AHMAD WAFID FIRDASUS | | | | |
6 | MUHAMMAD NUR ASYRAFFAHMI | | | | |
8 | MUHAMMAD KHAIRUL | 86' | | | |
9 | MOHD AZRI HI ASAPAR | 44' | 54' | | |
11 | MUHD SULAIMAN AWG | | | | |
12 | AMIRUL HAKIM AMIR MAHMOOD | | | | |
14 | MUHAMMAD SYAFIQ AL'WALY | 21', 64' | | | |
16 | NAZIRUL HAZIQ BIN ADENI | | | | |
19 | MUHAMMAD FIKRI | | | | |

SUBSTITUTES

3 | MOHAMMAD SYAKIRIN | 64' | | | |
5 | MOHAMMAD AZHAR | | | | |
7 | MOHAMMAD ALI HAJI RAHIM | | | | |
10 | MUHAMAD AMIN BIN JUMAT | | | | |
13 | MUHAMMAD AIMAN HAZIQ | | | | |
15 | KHAIROL AMINUDDIN | 21' | | | |
17 | AK ABU DZAR B PG ZAIDI | 54' | | | |
18 | MOHD HAFIZ BIN ROSHIDI | | | | |
20 | ABD MUTALIP AWG (GK) | | | | |

NOT PLAYING / NOT ELIGIBLE

3 | MOHAMMAD SYAKIRIN | 64' | | | |
5 | MOHAMMAD AZHAR | | | | |
7 | MOHAMMAD ALI HAJI RAHIM | | | | |
10 | MUHAMAD AMIN BIN JUMAT | | | | |
13 | MUHAMMAD AIMAN HAZIQ | | | | |
15 | KHAIROL AMINUDDIN | 21' | | | |
17 | AK ABU DZAR B PG ZAIDI | 54' | | | |
18 | MOHD HAFIZ BIN ROSHIDI | | | | |
20 | ABD MUTALIP AWG (GK) | | | | |

Head Coach: ALI ISMAIL

Team B: AUSTRALIA
Jersey Colour: YELLOW/GREEN/YELLOW

Stadium: WATTHEIKDI STADIUM
Kick-Off Time: 1600 HRS

Jsy No | Name of Player | G | Y | R | S
---|---|---|---|---|---
1 | DURO DRAGICEVIC (GK) | 9', 88', 89' | | | |
6 | KOSTA PETRATOS | 65', 70', 73' | | | |
7 | CAMERON RILEY JOICE | 38', 51', 57', 76', 84', 90+1' | | | |
10 | GIAN MENDEZ | | | | |
11 | JACKSON BANDIERA | 22' | 56' | | |
13 | TOAN THIEN PHAM | | | | |
14 | DANNY HYUNGJUN KIM | | | | |
15 | CAIO MAIA DE GODOY | 26' | | | |
16 | JOE KATO CALETTI | | | | |
17 | RILEY PATRICK MCGREE | 12', 19', 82' | | | |
21 | JAMIE THOMAS DIMITROFF | 33' | 46' | | |

SUBSTITUTES

2 | CHRISTIAN ANGELO VERBI | 90' | 46' | | |
3 | PERIKLES FOTAKOPOULOS | | | | |
4 | KYE FRANCIS ROWLES | | | | |
5 | ZACHARY JAMES SPETH | | | | |
8 | NICHOLAS ANTHONY PANETTA | 56' | | | |
12 | BRANDON MICHAEL OSIPOV (GK) | | | | |
19 | DANIEL MAX MASKIN | | | | |
20 | JAMAL DAMAIN REINERS | | | | |

NOT PLAYING / NOT ELIGIBLE

9 | NICHOLAS D'AGOSTINO | | | | |

Officials-in-Charge (Country)

Referee: STEVE ASISTIDO SUPRESENCIA
Asst. Referee I: SOMPHAVANH LOUANG LATH
Asst. Referee II: JEFFREY GOLES VELEZ
Fourth Official: WIN HTUT
Match Commissioner: YEI HTUT TIN
Referee Assessor: EKACHAI TANADDERNKAO
General Coordinator: AHMAD FAIZ MOHD NASIR

G = GOAL  Y = YELLOW CARD  R = RED CARD  S = SUBSTITUTION